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lntroduction to Data Mining?
) oeft:

> lt is a technology that blends traditional data analysis methods with

sophisticated algorithms to process large amount of data'

> Def2:

> DM is a process of Knowledge Discovery or Discovering useful

information from huge volume of data.

> synonyms of DM:

)Knowledge mining from data

) Knowledge discovery from data(KDD)

)Knowledge extraction

)oata / Pattern analYsis

)Data dredging

) Data archaeoloev
s lc 1016' \a Y



Data-flow based testing

In this method, selects the test paths of a program according to the locations of

the definitions and use of different variables in program. Data-flow based

testing strategies are useful for selecting tested paths of a program containing

nested ifand loop statements.

6.2.2 Black box testing

The black box testing focuses on the functional requirement of the software. That

is for a swinger the black box testing will give the desired results for what it is

meant for, it means that he has to exercise all functional requirements for a

program. The black box testing is done after the software is developed.

Black box testing attempts to find errors in the following:

l. Incorrect or missing functions.

2. lnterface errors-

3. Errors in data structures or external database access-

4. Performance errors.

5. lnitialization and lermination errors.

Testing object oriented programs are dilferent fiom testing functional oriented

programs. As the test cases in black box testing are selected independently of the

internal structure ofthe code, it does not matter whether the software is object oriented

or function oriented however, if the testing is white box, then the test cases are

determined based on the structure of the program. Testing classes is lundamentally

different from testing functions as a function has a clearly defined input-output

behavior while a class does not have an input-output behavior specification. Funher a

class cannot be tested directly; only an instance ofclass can be tested. This means that,

we test a class indirectly by testing its instance. Further there is no sequential control

flow with in a class like in functions. ln a function, arguments, passed to the function

with global data determine the path of execution within the procedure, but in an

object, the state associated with object also influences the path of execution, and

methods ofa class can communicate each other among themselves through this state.
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KDD (Knowledge Discovery from Data) Contd ' '
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) Data cleaning

) During this oPeration

) f illlng missing values, smoothing noisy data, removing outliers and resolving

inconsistencies in the data

) Data lntegration

) Combining multiple sources of data to form DW

) Data Selection

) Selecting relevant data for analysis task from the

) Data transformation

) Data transformed into Consolidating or summarized forms appropriate for data

mining

) Data reduction
) Reduced representation of data set i'e smaller in volume

) Data mining

) Extracting data patterns by applying DM algorithms

) Pattern evaluation

) Evaluating pattern based on interestingness measures (support' confidence)

) KnowledgePresentation
> Representing knowledge mined using bar-chart, pie-chart or rules etc''

813012076 NAIK
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Verification and Validation

Verification is the process of

product confirms to its previous

containment of errors.

determining whether one phase of the software

phase. Verification is concerned with phase

Validation is the process of determining whether a fully developed system

confirms to its required specification. The aim is to make the final product error

free.

Types of testing:

6.2.1 White box testing:

l. In the white box testing the designer can derive test cases that

guarantee that all independent paths within a module have been

exercised at least once.

2. Exercise all logical decision on their true and false sides.

3. Exercise all loops at their boundaries and within their operational

bounds.

4. Exercise internal data structures to ensure their validity.

There are several methods used in the w.hite box testing in the software design.

Statement coverage

In this, each statement in a program is executed at least once. This is

done by checking the program in debug mode and by verifying each statement.

Branch coverage

In this, each and every branch is tested whether the different

branch conditions are true or false. It is a stronger test criterion over statement

coverage testing.

Condition coverage

In this. each component of a condition of a composite conditional expression is

given both true and false values. It is a stronger test criterion over branch coverage

testing.
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Data Mining- On what data?

. Relational Databases
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software consists of providing the software wit a set of test outputs and

observing if the software behaves as expected. If the software fails to behave as

expected, then the conditions under which a failure occurs are needed for

debugging and correction.

The following terms are some commonly used terms associated with testing.

Error

The term error is used in two different ways. It refers to the discrepancy

between a computed, observed, or measured value and true, specified, or

theoretically correct value. Error is also used to refer to human action that

results in software containing a defect or fault. This definition is quite general

and encompasses all the phases.

Fault

Fault is a condition that causes a system to fail in performing its required

function. In other words a fault is an incorrect intermediate state that mav have

been entered during program execution.

Failure

Failure is the inability of the system or component to perform a

required function according to its specifications. In other words a failure is a

manifestation of error. But the mere presence of an error may not cause a failure.

Presence of an error implies that a failure must have occurred, and the

observation of a failure implies that a fault must be present in the system.

However, the presence of a fault does not imply that a failure must

occur.

A test case is the triplet [i, s, o], where i stands for the data input to the system,

s is the state of the system at which the data is input, and o is the expected

output of the system .a test suite is the set of all test cases with which a given

software product is to be tested.
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CHAPTER 6

6.TESTING

Testing is the process of finding differences between the expected behavior specified

by system models and the observed behavior of the system.

6.I TESTING CONCEPTS

component can be an object, a group of objects, or one or more subsystems.

abnormal component behavior.

behavior. A failure is triggered by one or more errors.

with the purpose of causing failures and detecting faults.

6.2 TESTING ACTIVITIES
o Inspecting a component, this finds faults in an individual component

through the manual inspection of its source code.

. Unit testing, which finds faults by isolating an individual component using

test stubs and drivers and by exercising the components using a test case.

o Integration testing. which finds faults by integrating several components

together.

o System testing. which focuses on the complete system, its functional and

nonfunctional requirements and its target environment.

Testing is the phase where the errors remaining from all the previous phases

must be detected. Hence, testing performs a very critical role for quality

assurance and fbr ensuring the reliability of software. Testing of designed
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Advanced Databases

. Time-series Databases

. Spatial Databases

. Text and Multimedia Databases

. Heterogeneous Databases

. Data Streams

. World Wide Web

E

Bi 30/2016

Current research Areas

Medicine

- Molecular biology
. Structure and function of genes

. Studies of genes can identify disease

Science

_ NASA
. Traditionaltechniques are not suitable for analyzing

such data because of size and dimensions.
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requirements. In future, if the need may arise the software developed can be modified

and upgraded.

Hence our system provides the users to process orders within less time and user

friendly environment.

'/ The project has been appreciated by all the users in the organization.

'/ It is easy to use, since it uses the GUI provided in the user dialog.

/ User friendly screens are provided.

'/ The usage of software increases the efficiency, decreases the effort.

./ It has been efficiently employed as a Windows Service.

/ It also provides the user with variable options in generating reports.

./ It has been thoroughly tested and implemented.

'/ It's Performs the task of developing a web application, which provides

asynchronous post backs by making use ofAjax.

'/ Mainly to build a fast. dynamic website, but also to save resources.

,/ For improving sharing of resources, it is better to use the power of all the client

computers rather than just a unique server and network.
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Other Applications

customer ana ysis

- what impacts customer behavior?
Fraud detection

- when is a transaction likely to be fraudulent?
Stock investment

- which factors impact stock performance?

r2

6

Applications

) Business(Ma rketing, Mobiles, Credit-cards...)

) Customer p u rchases

) Customer service record calls

) Customer P rofiling

) Fraud detectio n

) Data mining is useful here to answer some of the
questions like

)> Who are the profitable customers?

) Which products can increase the profit?

)What will be the revenue of the company next year?
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5.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of any software system has to satisfy the following characteristics:

1. Traceability:

The user must be able to find out any module in the system with minimum effort.

2. Understandability:

The user must be able to understand how the system is installed implement of

operated and maintained very easily.

3. Operability:

The user has to feel it convenient to operate the system.

4. Modularity:

Any changes suggested for a module operation of the system must be no operated

with no or minimum effect to the other module of the system.

5. Extensibility:

We have to develop the system in such a way that new module can be introduced to

the existing system without the effecting the working of other modules.

5.6 INSTALLATION GUIDELINES:

Follow the steps to install the system:

. Copy the project into the Tomcat/ Webapps/ root of the system.

o Create database with the current user name and password.

. Start up Tomcat Server

o Run the Project

5.7 HOW TO START THE SYSTEM:

Type the URL "http:i/localhost:8082/projects/" in the rveb Browser.

Every project is done to explore a new solution for a given problem. This project

provides a solution to users to avoid refresh and wait mechanism and also there will be

no necessity of load- reloading the web page every time it is executed. There will not

be any unauthorized access to the system. Successful implementation provides users to

process orders with ease. This system is developed keeping in mind the present
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Challenges
Extracting such huge amount of data is challenging

Traditional data analysis tools cannot do this

scalabilityr

- Data sets with sizes of gigabytes, terabytes and
petabytes are common now a days

High-dimensionality:

- Bio-informatics data(gene expression data sets)

- Spatial data sets

- lmage processing datasets
Howto handle data carrying special structures such as sequences, trees, graphs

and networks and specific semantics {ordering, image, audio, video contents and

connectivity)

Mining different kinds of knowledge in data base at multiple levels of
abstractions

7

8t30t2016

Challenges
Presentation and vlsualization of data rnining results

- This requires the system to adopt expressive

knowledge representation techniques such as

trees, tables, rules, graphs, charts, curves,

matrices etc..
Handling noisy and incomplete data

. Pattern evaluation and interestingness problem

- Should estimate the value of patterns with
respect to a given user class based on user

expectations with rich novelty.

- Use of interestingness measures(SUPPORT,

CONFIDENCE) to guide the discovery process .

s/JolzoBeduce search space (Local minima^6[obal maxima)

Design Efficient and scalable data mining algorithms to enhance performance
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Your name:

<input type:"text" name:"playerName"

style:"font-size: I 0pt;font-wei ght:bold ;">

<br><br>

<input tlpe=" image " name:"newGame" uul ug:"yeS"

src:" img/button_new_game_0. gif '

onCl ick=" form.whatFunction.value:'newGame' ; "

onMouseOver"th i s. src=im g_button_new_game_ I .src ; "

onMouseOut:"thi s. src:im g_button_new_game_0. src ; ")
&nbsp;&nbsp;

<input type:" image" name:"continueGam"" ru; r":"y€S"

src:" im g/button_conti nue_gam e_0. gi f '

onCl ick:"form.whatFunction.val ue:'continueGame'; "

onMouseOver:"th i s. src: im g_button_contin ue_game_ I . src; "

onMouseOut:"thi s.src:im g_button_continue_game_0. src ; ">

</form>

</td>

<ltr>

</table>

</center>

</div>

<jsp:include page:"theStory.htm" fl ush:"true" />

<j sp: include page:"howToPlay.htm" fl ush:"true" A
<jsp:include page:"notes.htm" fl ush:"true" />

</div>

</body>

</html>
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Data Mining Tasks/
Functionalities

Class Description(Descriptive)

Association rule mining(Descriptive)

Classification / Prediction(Predictive)

Cluster Analysis (Descriptive)

Outlier Analysis(Predictive)

Class Description

- Characterization:- summarization of general

ch a racte ristics of a cla ss

. Attrib ute oriented induction

. Output is pie charts, bar chart, curve or data cube

- Discrim ination:- lt is a comparison of target class

features with object class features
. Output is ru les

Data mining / tasks
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style:"position:absolute;left:0;top:0;font-size:12pt;visibility:hidden;">

</span>

</span>

<div id:"controls" style:"position:absolute;top:464px;font-size:9pt;font-

weight:bold;">

<center>

<b>Hover over scroller to pause it</b>

<br><br>

<input type:" image " src:" im g/button_the_story_0. gif '

onMouseOver"this.src:img_button_the_story_ I .src; "

onMouseOut:"th i s. src:im g_button_the_story_0.src ; "

onCI ick:"switchContents('theStory'); ">

&nbsp;&nbsp;

<input type:"image" src:" img/button_how_tojlay_O.gif '

onMouseOver:"this.src:img_button_how_tojlay_ I .src;"

onMouseOut:"thi s.src:img_button_how_to_play_0.src ; "

onCl ick:"switchContents('howToPlayTheGafr e'); ">

&nbsp;&nbsp;

<input type:" image" src:" img/button_important_notes_0.gi f '

onMouseOver:"th is. src:im g_button_i mportant_notes_ I .src; "

onMouseOut:"th i s.src:img_button_i mportant_notes_0. src ; "

onCl ick:"switchContents('notes'); ">

<br><bP<br>

<table al i gn:"center" border:"O" cel lpadd in5"9" cel I spacin g:"Q"

styl e:" font-size : I Opt ; font-wei ght : bo I d ; ">

<tr>

<td align:"center")

<form name="StartGame" method:"post" action:"startGame.command"

onSubmit:"return checkName(playerN ame.value): ")
<input type="hidden" name:"whatFunction ">
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Frequent item set

. Association Rule Mining

- rules(Eg:- buys(X, "computer") -> buys(X,

"softwa re") [su P=17o, conf=50%] )

8/30/2076 NAIK 17
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) Classification and Prediction

) Classification

)> ls process of finding a "model" that describes and distinguishes

data classes to predict the class of objects whose class label is

unknown.

)Derived model can be represented as

)lF-THEN rules

) Decision Tree

) Neural Network

) Classification predicts categorical(discrete) labels

) Prediction

)Regression is used to predict missing or unavailable numerical

data values rather than discrete class labels.

)>Regression models continued valued functions

NAIK
8l30l2

18

I llreatl, Ookc, trlilh

.lam, Ilrcarl2

3 .lanr, (loli.c, Diapcr, i\'lilli
.l .Iam, llread, l)iapcr, 1\Iilli

Cokc, Diapcr, Nlilk5

Jarn, l\'lilk, Diapcr, Coke, llread6

Rules Discovered:

{Milk} -> (Coke}

{Diaper, Milk} --> {Jam}
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* Called by the interval timer to actually do the scroller

*l

function doScroller0 {

ll Only do this if we're not paused

if (lvsjause) {

// Move up one pixel

vs_contentsjop--;

// If we've scrolled offthe top, reset to offthe bottom

if (vs_contents_top < -vs_contents_height) {

vs_contentsjop: (l * vs_container height) + 20;

I
J

// Reposition contents layer

vs_content. styl e.top : vs_contents_top;

\t

\ /lEnd doScroller0.

</script>

</head>

<body on Load:" in it0; " style:"font-size: I 0pt; font-wei ght:bold ; ">

<div id:"pleaseWait" style:"display:none;font-size: I 8pt:font-weight:bold;">

Please wait, starting game...

</div>

<div id:"mai nContent" style:"display :block;">

<center>

(img src:"img/title.gif' alt:"title">

</center>

<span id:"vs_container" onMouseOver:"vsjause:true; "

onMouseOut:"vsjau se:false; "

style:"position:absolute;left: lOpx;top:23Opx;width:600px;height:230px;background-

color:#CIf0CI;overfl ow:hidden">

<span id:"vs_contents"
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Knowledge discovery steps:

Data cleaning

- Remove noise and inconsistent data
Data lntegration

- Combining multiple sources of data
Data Selection

- Selecting relevant data
Data transformation

- Consolidating into forms

8/30/2ot6 NAIK 19
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Classification exa m ple

xableHome j

Owner Status lncome Default

I
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Default
(Class)

Taxable
lncome

Iid Home
Owner

Mriital
Status

10

1

2

J

5

6

7

B

9

10

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Single

Married

Srngle

Single

t\,4arried

Single

Married

Divorced

Married

Divorced

?

i.o^
l*o
I 
Yes

1 50KNo

90K

i+ot<

80K

] 

Yes

No

lro
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function resetScroller0 {

// Determine milliseconds

vs_milliseconds : I 000 / vs_scroll_speed;

/l Get height of container

vs_container_hei ght : vs_contain.style.height.substr(O,

vs_contain.style.hei ght. length - 2);

/l Get height of contents

vs_contents_hei ght : vs_content. scrol lHei ght;

llSta* off bottom

vs_contents top: (l * vs_container height) + 20;

vs_content.style.top : vs_contents top;

/l Make contents visibile

vs_content.style.visibility 
= 

"visible";

\ I / End resetScroller0.

l**
* Called to start the scroller

*l

function startScroller0 {

// Start timer

vs_interval_id : setlnterval('doScrollerQ', vs_milliseconds);

\ ll End startScroller0.

l**
* Called to stop the scroller.

*l

function stopScroller0 {

// Simply clear the interval to stop it. We also hide the contents.

clearl nterval (vs_interval_i d) ;

vs_content. style.visibiI ity : "1','OO.n "'

) /lEnd stopScroller0.

l*+
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Decision tree

Splitting Attributes

Iro i

Single, rced

> BOK

Model: Decision Tree

8/30/2076 NAI K 21

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

125K

1 00K

70K

120K

95K

60K

85K

75K

90K

HO

MarSt

Taxlnc

8t3012016
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Another example

Single,

Yes No

> BOK

There could be more than one tree that
fits the same data!

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Tid
Ownet Stalus {Clae8}

Marltal :rTarable p6"r11
MarSt

HO

Taxlnc
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11

lncomeOwnEr

Single

lvlarried

Sjngle

l\ilarried
I
I
I
l

NO

NO

I vut

NO

3

4

6

YES

1*o
lNo

NO

YESNO

No

Yes

NO
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iebody : (document.compatMode &&

document.compatMode !: "BackCompat") ?

document.documentElement : document.body;

dsocleft : document.all ? iebody.scrollLeft : window.pageXoffset;

layerCenterObj.style.left: lcx + dsocleft * "px";

I IlEnd layerCenterH0.

function checkName(inPlayerName) {

// Make sure they entered something.

if (inPlayerName -- "") {
alert("I'm sorry but you must enter a name to continue");

return false;

)

ll Only the following characters are allowed in.a player's name.

var allorved :
01234s6789-

_abcdefgh ijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJ KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ";

for (i : 0: i < inPlayerName.length; i++) {

i f (al lowed. indexOf( inPlayerName.charAt( i)) :: - l ) {

alert("|'m sorry but a name may only contain the characters" +

"\n\na-2. A-2. 0-9, - (dash), _ (underscore) and space");

return false;
't
t

It

document.getElementByld("mainContent").style.display : "none" ;

document.getElementByld("pleaseWait").style.display : "block";

return true;

\ llEnd checkName0.

/**
* Called to reset the scroller at the start. or when contents switched.
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Cluster analysis

- Clustering maximizes intra-cluster similarity and

mi nimizes i nter-cluster si mila rity

- This is unsupervised learning
Outlier analYsis

- Finding data objects that do not comply with the

general behavior of the data

' Credit card usage

Contd..

23NAIK8/30l2016

12

lnterclustcr distances

are rnaximiz-ecl
Intracluster ciistances

are minimizetl
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vs_content : document. getElementByld("vs_contents");

layerCenterH(vs_contain);

layerCenterH(document.getElementByld( "control s")) ;

<% if (request.getAttribute("Error") != null) { o/o>

alert("<%s:request.getAttribute("Error")o/o>");

<Yo I o/o>

switchContents( "theStory" ) ;

) // End ini0.

l**
* Switches what is seen in the scroller.

+l

function switchContents(inWhichText) {

stopScroller0;

vs_content.innerHTML : document.getElementByld(inWhichText).innerHTML;

resetScrollerQ;

startScroller0:

I I I End switchScrollText0:

function I ayercenterH(layerCenterObj ) {

var lca;

var lcb;

var lcx;

var iebody;

var dsocleft;

if (window.innerWidth) {

lca : window.innerWidth;

) else {

lca : document.body.clientWidth;

L
t

lcb : layerCenterobj.offsetWidth ;

Icx: (Math.round(lca l2)) - (Math.round(lcb / 2));
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Data Preprocessing?

. Why preprocess the data?

- Data cleaning

- Data integration and transformation

- Data reduction

- Discretization and concept hierarchy generation

- Summary

8/30l2016 25
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Why Data Preprocessing?
a Data in the real world is dirty

- lncomplete:
. lacking axribute volues

. lacking cerlain attributes of interest

. containinS only aggregate data

. Data not recorded because of misunderstanding or malfunctions

. Data may have been recorded and later deleted!

. Missing/unknown values for some data

- Noisy:
. containinS errors or outliers

. Faulty instruments for data collection

. Human or computer errors

. Errors in data transmission

. Technology limitations (e.g., sensor data come at a faster rate than they can be processed)

.lnconsistenciesinnamingconventionsordatacodesle.e.,2/5/2OOZcouldbe2MaY2OO2
or 5 Feb 2002)

. Duplicate tuples, which were received twice should also be removed

8/30/2016 26
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img_button_the_story_l : new Image0;

i m g_button_the_story_ I . src : " i m g/button_the_story_ I . gi f ' ;

im g_button_how_tojlay_0 = new Image0 ;

i m g_button_how_to_p lay_0. src : " i m g/button_h ow_tojl ay_O. gi f ' ;

img_button_how_tojlay_ I : new Image0;

i m g_button_h ow_toj I ay_ I . src : " i m g/button_h ow_tojl ay_ I . gi f ' ;

img_button_important_notes_0 = new Image0;

img_button_important_notes_0.src : "img/button_important_notes_0.gif';

img_button_important_notes_ I = new Image0;

img_button_important_notes_1 .src : "img/button_important_notes_l.gif';

img_button_new_game_0 : new Image0;

i m g_button_new_gam e_0. src : " i m g/button_new_gam e_0. gi f ' ;

img_button_new_game_ I : new lmage0;

i m g_button_new_gam e_ I . src : " i m g/button_new_game_ I . gi f ' ;

img_button_continue_game_0 : new lmageQ;

im g_button_continue_game_0.src : " im g/button_continue_game_0.gif ':

im g_button_continue_,eame_ I : new I mage$;

img_button_continue_game_l .src : "img/button_continue_game_l .gif';

// Variables used for scrolling.

var vs_scroll_speed :20; ll # of pixels moved per second

var vs_interval_id : 0; ll lD of interval timer

var vs_milliseconds : 0; // Milliseconds that interval fires as

var vs_contents_top : 0; // Current top location of content layer

var vs_contents height : 0: // Height of contents layer

var vs_container_height: 0; // Height the container layer

var vslause : false ll Used for pausing on MouseOver events

var vs_contain : null;

var vs_content : null:

function init0 {
vs_contain : document.getElementByld( "vs_container"):
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I nco nsistent:
. Containing discrepancies in codes or names

. No quality data, no quality mining resultsl

. Quality decisions must be based on quality data

. Data warehouse needs consistent integration of quality data

. Required for both OLAP and Data Mining!

8/30/2076 27
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<!-- The weapon switching view div. -->

<d iv id:"divWeaponSwitching" class:"cssWeaponSwitching"></div>

<!-- The store view div. -->

<div id:"divStore" class:"cssStore"></div>

<!-- The help view div. -->

<div id:"divHelp" class:"cssHelp"></div>

<!-- The game end view div. -->

<div id="divGameEnd" class:"cssGameEnd"></div>

<!-- The warrior name section. -->

<div id:"divName" class:"cssWarriorName">&nbsp;</div>

<!-- The warrior health section. -->

<div id:"divHealth" class:"cssWarriorHealth">&nbsp;</div>

<!-- The warrior hit points section. -->

<div id:"divH itPoints" class:"cssWarriorH itPoints">&nbsp;</div>

<!-- The warrior gold section. -->

<d iv id:"d ivGoldPieces" class:"cssWarriorGold ">&nbsp;</div>

<!-- The activity scroll section. -->

<div id:"divActivityScroll " class:"cssActivityScrol l"></div>

</div>

</body>

</html>

INDEX.JSP

<%@ page language:"jaYa" Yo)

<html>

<head>

<t it le>A JAX Warri or</t itl e>

<scri pt type: "text/j avascript">

/l lmage preloads.

img_button_the_story_0 : new Image0:

img_button_the_story_0.src : "img/button_the_story_0.gil'';
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Contd..
Data cleaning

- Fill in missing values, smooth noisy data, identify or remove outliers,

and resolve inconsistencies

Data integration

- lntegration of multiple databases, data cubes, or files

Data transformation

- Normalization and aggregation

Data reduction

- Obtains reduced representation in volume but produces the same or

similar analytical results

Data discretization & Concept Hierarchy generation

- Part of data reduction but with particular importance, especially for

numerical data

8/30/2076 29
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Data Clea n ing
. Data Cleaning tasl<s:

- Fill Missing values

- Smooth out noisy data

- Correct inconsistent data

8/30/2076
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// version of the gamestate object. This variable is passed to init0, which

/lwill call reconstitute0on the gameState instance if continuing a game.

C lientSideGameState cli entSideGameState :
C I ientSideGameState)request. getAttribute("cl ientSideGameState") ;

if (clientSideGameState !: null) {

out.println("var clientSideGameState = \"" +

clientSideGameState. getAsClientString0 + "\" ; ");

) else {

out.println("var clientSideGameState : null ; ");

\
J

Yo>

</script>

</head>

<body onLoad:" init(clientSideGameState);" class:"cssPage">

<!-- The div the game is contained in. -->

<div id:"divGame" class:"cssGame">

<!-- The border around the game area. -->

<div i d:"divBorder" class:"cssBorder"><i m g src:" im g/border talkin g.gi f '

id:"im gBorder" alt:"border"></div>

<!-- The game map area. -->

<div id:"divMap" class:"cssMap"></div>

<!-- The image of a character when talking to them.. -->

<img id:"imgCharacter" class:"csslmgCharacter" src:"img/transparent.gif'

alt:"character">

<!-- The character interaction (player replies) view area. -->

<div id:"divTalkingRepl ies" class:"cssTalkingReplies"></div>

<!-- The inventory view div. -->

<div id:"d ivlnventory" class:"csslnventory"></div>

<!-- The spell casting view'div. -->

<div id:"divSpellCasting" class:"cssSpellCasting"></div>
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Contd..
lgnore the tuple: usually done when class label is missing (assuming the tasks

in classification)-not effective when the percentage of missing values per

attribute varies considerably.

Fill in the missing value manually: tedious + infeasible + time consuming?

Use a global constant to fill in the missing value: e'g., "unknown", or " -*" or a

new class?!

Use the attribute mean to fill in the missing value: average income of

AllElectronics customers is 556,000. tJse this volue to replace the missing value

for income.

Use the attribute mean for all samples belonging to the same class to fill in the

missing value: For example, if classifying customers according lo credit risk,

reploce the missing volue with the average income volue for customers in the

some credit risk cotegory os that of the given tuple.

Use the most probable value to fill in the missing value
8/30/2076 31
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a EX

Fill missing values usi functions (e.9., average) or probabilistic

estimates on global value
E.9., put the average income put the most probable income based

on the fact that the person is 39 Yea
E.9., put the most frequent religion here

GenderAge Income Religion

M1? 24,200 Muslim

:, Ch ristia n F39

45 as,rqo .,) F

8/30/2076 32
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SOURCE CODE:

MAIN.JSP

<%@ page language:"java"

import:"com.apress.ajaxprojects.ajaxwarrior.gameobjects.ClientSidecameState" o >

<html>

<head>

<title>AJAX Warrior</title>

<link rel:"StyleSheet" hreF"css/styles.css" type:"text/css" media:"screen*)

<script type:"text/javascript" src:"j s/Global sObjectjsp"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" 51s:"j s/XHRObject js"></script>

<script type:"texUjavascript" src:'J s/GameStateObjectj s"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:'J s/Vars j s"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" 51s:'J s/UtilsObject j s"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:"j s/Activ ityScroll js"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:"j s/BattleFuncs j s"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:"j s/StoreFuncs js"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:'J s/KeyH andler js"></script>

<script type:"texVjavascript" src:'J s/Conversation j s"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:'Js/SendAJAX js"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" spg:'J s/Switch Weapon j s"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:'Js/CastSpell js"></script>

<script type:"texVjavascript" r1s:"j s/ViewChangeFuncs j s"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:'Js/GameFuncs js"></script>

<script type:"text/javascript" src:'Js/lnitjs"></script>

<script>

<oh

ll lf the "clientSideGameState" string is found in request, then we are here

ll as a result of the player continuing a saved game. In that case. we

ll need to reconstitute the gameState object. To do that, we create a

// JavaScript variable that is null if this is a new game, or is the string
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* Sorted data for price (in dollars): 4,8,9,15,21,,77,24'25'76'

28,29, 34
x Partition into (equi-depth) bins:

- Bin 1: 4, 8, 9, 15

- Bin 2:71,27,24,25
- Bin 3: 26,28,29,34

* Smoothing by bin means:

-Bin1:9,9,9,9
- Bin 2:23, 23,23, 23

- Bin 3:29,29,29,29
* Smoothing by bin boundaries:

- Bin L: 4, 4, 4, t5
- Bin T 21, 21.,2L, 25

,rrorr5rPin 3: 26, 26, 26, 34

B/30/201 6

How to Handle Noisy Data?

Noise: random error or variance in a measured variable
.Numerical attribute such as, say, price, how can we
"smooth'' out the data to remove fhe noise? Let's look

at the following data smoothing techniques:
.Binning Methods:

.Smooth By bin means

.Smooth By bin median

. Smooth by bin boundaries
.Rules followed by Binning methods

1. Sorted data value by consulting its "neighbourhood"
2. Sorted values are distributed into a number of "buckets," or blns .

3. Paftition into equal frequency bins

17
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5.2 INFORMATION IIIDING

Any software system require some amount of information during its operation

selection of appropriate data structures can help us to produce the code so that objects

of the system can better operate with the available information decreased complexity.

5.3 PROGRAMMING STYLE:

Programming style deals with act of rules that a programmer has to follow so that the

characteristics of coding such as Trace ability, Understandability, Modifiability,

Extensibility can be satisfied.

In the current system we followed the coding rules for naming the variables and

methods. As part of coding internal documentation is also provided that help the

readers to better understand the code.

5.4 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATIOI{

Verification is the process of checking the product built is right.Validation is the

process of checking weather the right product is built.

During the Development of the system Coding for the object has been thoroughly

verified from different aspects regarding their design, in the way they are integrated

and etc. The various techniques that have been followed for validation discussed in

testing the current system.
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. Regression Technique:

- Data smoothing can also be done by regression, a technique that

conforms data values to a function.

- Lineor regression involves finding the "best" line to fit two attributes
(or variables) so that one attribute can be used to predict the other.

. Muttiple lineor regresslon is an extension of linear regression, where more

than two attributes are involved and the data are fit to a

M u ltidimensional-surface.

. Clustering Technique:

- lt detects and removes outliers

8/30/2016
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CHAPTER 5

s.CODING AND IMPLEMENTATION

The goal of the coding or programming phase is to translate the design of the system

produced during the design phase into code in a given programming language, which

can be executed by a computer and that performs the computation specified by the

design.

The coding phase affects both testing and maintenance. The goal of coding is not to

reduce the implementation cost but the goal should be to reduce the cost of later

phases. In other words the goal is not to simplify the job of programmer. Rather the

goal should be to simplify the job of the tester and maintainer.

5.1 CODING APPROACH

There are two major approaches for coding any software system. They are Top-Down

approach and bottom up approach.

Bottom-up Approach can best suit for developing the object-oriented systems. During

system design phase of reduce the complexity. We decompose the system into an

appropriate number of subsystems, for which objects can be modeled independently.

These objects exhibit the way the subsystems perform their operations.

Once objects have been modeled they are implemented by means of coding. Even

though related to the same system as the objects are implemented of each other the

Bottom-Up approach is more suitable for coding these objects.

In this approach, we first do the coding of objects independently and then we integrate

these modules into one system to which they belong.
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Data Transformation
ln data transformation, the data are transformed or consolldated into forms

appropriate for mining.
Data transformation can involve the following:
Smoothing:

which works to remove noise from the data. Such techniques
include binning, regression, and clustering.

Aggregation:
where summary or aggregation operations are applied to the data.

For example, the daily sales data may be aggregated so as to compute

monthly and annual total amounts.
This step is typically used in constructing a data cube for analysis of the

data at multiple granularities.

Generalization of the data

where low-level data are replaced by higher-level concepts through the

use of concept hierarchies. For example, categorical attributes, like

street, can be generalized to higher-level concepts, like city or country

8130/2076
37
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Normalization:
where the attribute data are scaled so as to fall within a small specified range,

such as -1 .0 to 'l .0, or 0.0 to 1.0.

1 . tVlin-tVlax Normalization:
Here
. MinA & MaxA are the IVlinimum and maximum values of an attribute A

. Min -max normalization maps a value v of A to V'

ln the range[New-[Vlino, New-lVlaxo ] by computing

v'
t) - tZiln,t

(new _lfiax,t- new 
-ruinA)l 

fi€w 
-mihtfllAXe - lTllh,q

Ex:1 convert age=30 to range 0-1, when min=10,max=80?
ANS: new-age=(30-10)/(80-10)=217=0.285

Ex2: Convert income=$73,000 to range 0.0-1 .0, vvSsn rni6=$12000,

ry1sx=998000?
ANS: New income= 0.716

8/30/201,6
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4. The request is processed by the ValidateServlet.

5. The ValidateServlet returns an XML document containing the results.

6. The XMlHttpRequest object calls the callback 0 function and processes the result.

7.The HTML DOM is updated.

37
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. Z-Score Normalization or Zero-Mean

Normalization:
. The values for an attribute, A are normalized based on the

mean(A) and Standard deviation ( Og ) of A .

. A value, V of A is normalized to V' by computing

v'
Y - melnA

=-
stand devu

Ex: Let A =54,000, fx =16,000, for the attribute income

value of income=S23,000 transformed to ?

V' =(7 3000-s4000)/ 160 00=1.225

e/30/2016
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Contd..
. Decima I Scalins:

. Normalization by decimal scaling normalizes

by moving the decimal point of values of

attribute A.

. The number of decimal points moved depends

on the moximum absolute value of A. A vqlue,

. 
r, of O is normalized to v'b,u com.putinq

j t.r., '

ir'itctr ii:. lht.nt.ill*:t i:ltt'{*t .:utlt tit,rt Jf,,l;1li'rlr ' l,
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4.2 ARCHITECTURE

AJAX interaction that will provide the validation logic

AJAX Enabled HTML Page

Client

FIG 4.5 AJAX INTERACTION

The steps for interaction are:

l. A client event occurs.

2. A XMlHttpRequest object is created and configured.

3. The XMlHttpRequest object makes a call.

Web Container

Server

XMLHttpRequest ValidateServlet

<massaga>

iIwalid

duke User DatabaseSubmit

onkalup 6v6nt
a,

lnvald lO
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Contd..
. Ex:

. Suppose that the recorded values of A ronge

from -986 to 917. The Maximum absolute
value of A is 986.

. To normolize by decimal scaling,

- we therefore divide each value by 1,000 (i.e., i = 3)

so thot -986 normalizes to -0.986 and 977
normalizes to 0.917.

8t3012016
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4.I.4.2 COLLABORATION DIAGRAM

A collaboration diagram describes interactions among objects in terms of sequenced

messages. Collaboration diagrams represent a combination of information taken from

class, sequence, and use case diagrams describing both the static structure and

dynamic behavior of a system.

1: Enter and play
5: Enter Saved game

4: Check Details
6: toggle between talk and attack

7: Gets File data
8: Checks data for compatability

9: Performs Operation
10: Stores to output file

12: Get stored input/output files
13: checks data

->

'''>

User

3: sendback

2: Saved game
14: Set Checkpoint

Database

FIG 4.4 COLLABORATION DIAGRAM
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Data reduction techniques can be applied to obtain a reduced representation of the

a.t. i.ilfl.t is much stnail.r. in volume, yet closely maintains the integrity of the

oii"in.i data. That is, mining on the reduced data set should be more etticient yet

pro-"drce the same (or almostlhe same) analytical results'

Strategies for data reduction include the following:

Data cube aggregation:

-whereaggregationoperationsareappliedtothedataintheconstructionofadatacube.
Attribute subset selection:

_whereirrelevant,weaklyrelevant,orredundantattributesordimensionsmaybedetectedand
removed.

Dimensionality reduction:
- where encoding mechanisms are used to reduce the dataset size'

Numerosity reduction:
_wherethedataarereplacedorestimatedbyalternative,smallerdatarepresentationssuchas

".i"r"iii. 
;odels (whici-;""0 tioi. onlv tt 'e model parameters tnstead of the actual data) o'

Il"p.irr"trii..thods such as clustering, sampling, and the use of histograms'

Discretization and concept hierarchy generation:

- where raw data values for attributes are replaced by ranges .or .higher conceptual levels Data

discretization is a torm oi nrr"roiiiv raOuction that is verv useful for the automatrc EenPration of

conceot hierarchi"s Oitctet]raiio],-.'^O io^i"pt hierarchy generation are powerful tools for data

niin,n[, in tf,rt tf,ey allow the mining of data at multiple levels of abstraction'

Data Re uction
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Map:

Sorted Set - a Set that maintains its elements in ascending orders. Several additional

operations are provided to take advantage of the ordering. Sorted sets are used for naturally

ordered sets, such as word lists and membership rolls. Also see The Sorted Set Interface section.

Iterators:

An Iterator is an object that enables you to traverse through a collection and to remove

elements from the collection selectively, if desired. You get an lterator for a collection by calling

its iterator method. The following is the Iterator interface.

Public interface Iterator<E> {

Boolean has Next 0;

E next 0;

Void remove 0; //optional

The has Next method retums true if the iteration has more elements, and the next method

returns the next element in the iteration. The remove method removes the last element that was

returned by next from the underlying Collection. The remove method may be called only once

per callto next and throws an exception if this rule is violated.

\
t
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Sorted Map - a Map that maintains its mappings in ascending key order. This is the

Map analog of Sorted Set. Sorted maps are used for naturally ordered collections of key/value

pairs, such as dictionaries and telephone directories. Also see The Sorted Map Interface section.



su se on

The goal of attribute subset selection is to find a minimum set of attributes
such that the resulting probability distribution of the data classes is as close as

possible to the original distribution obtained using all attributes.

Basic heuristic methods of attribute subset selection include the following
techniques
1. Stepwise forward selection:

- The procedure starts with an empty set of attributes as the reduced set. The best
of the original attributes is determined and added to the reduced set. At each
subsequent iteration or step, the best of the remaining original attributes is added
to the set.

2. Stepwise backward elimination:
- The procedure starts with the full set of attributes. At each step, it removes the

worst attribute remaining in the set,

3. Combination of forward selection and backward elimination:

- The stepwise forward selection and backward elimination methods can be

combined so that, at each step, the procedure selects the best attribute and
removes the worst from among the remaining attributes.

4. Decision tree induction:

- Decision tree algorithms, such as lD3, C4.5, and CART,were originally intended for
classification. Decision tree induction constructs a f lowchart like structure where
each internal (nonleaf) node denotes a test on an attribute, each

branch corresponds to an outcome of the test, and each external (leaf) node
denotes a

8t4t2016
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Set - a collection that cannot contain duplicate clements. This interface models the

mathematical set abstraction and is used to represent sets, such as the cards comprising a poker

hand, the courses making up a student's schedule, or the processes running on a machine. See

also The Set Interface section.

List - an ordered collection (sometimes called a sequence). Lists can contain duplicate

elements. The user of a List generally has precise control over where in the list each element is

inserted and can access elements by their integer index (position). If you've used Vector, you're

familiar with the general flavor of List. Also see The List Interface section.

Queue - a collection used to hold multiple elements prior to processing. Besides basic

Collection operations, a Queue provides additional insertion, extraction, and inspection

operations. Queues typically, but do not necessarily, order elements in a FIFO (first-in, first-out)

manner. Among the exceptions are priority queues, which order elements according to a supplied

comparator or the elements'natural, ordering? Whatever the ordering used, the head of the queue

is the element that would be removed by a call to remove or poll. In a FIFO queue. all new

elernents are inserted at the tail of the queue. Other kinds of queues may use different placement

rules. Every Queue implementation must specify its ordering properties. Also see The Queue

Interiace section.

A Queue is a collection for holding elements prior to processing. Besides basic Collection

operations, queues provide additional insertion and inspection operations.

2.2.11Each Queue method exists in two forms:

One throws an exception if the operation fails and (2) the other returns a special value if
the operation fails (either null or false, depending on the operation). The regular structure

of the interface is illustrated in the following table.

Map - an object that maps keys to values. A Map cannot contain duplicate keys; each

key can map to at most one value. If you've used Hash table, you're already familiar with

the basics of Map. Also see The Map Interface section. The last two core collection

interfaces are merely sorted versions of Set and

a

\,

v

a
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Dimensionality Reduction

ln dimensionolity reduction, ddtd encoding or tronsformotions ore
opplied so os to obtoin a reduced or "compressed" representation
of the original data.

lf the original data can be reconstructed lrom the compressed dato
without ony loss of informotion, the dotd reduction is called
lossless. ll instead, we can reconstruct only an approximation of
the original data, then the data reduction is called lossy.

There are several well-tuned algorithms for string compression.
Although they are typically lossless, they allow only limited
ma nipulation of the data.

There are two effective methods of lossy dimensionality reduction

- Wavelet transformation

- Principal cornponents analysis

8t4t2016
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Numerosity reduction:

Numerosity reduction con be opplied for reduce

the data volume by choosing alternative,
'smoller' forms of dota representation
Tech niques.

Parametric Methods

- A model is used to estimate the data, so that
typically only the data parameters need to be

stored, instead of the actualdata.

- Regression and log-linear models can be used to
approximate the given data.
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2.2.L0 The core collection interfaces:

A Set is a special kind of Collection; a Sorted Set is a special kind of Set, and so forth

Note also that the hierarchy consists of two distinct trees - a Map is not a true Collection.

Fig 2.6: Core Collection Interface

Note that all the core collection interfaces are generic. For example. this is the declaration of the

Collection interface.

Public interface Collection<E>

The following list describes the core collection interfaces:

Collection - the root of the collection hierarchy. A collection represents a group of
objects known as its elements. The Collection interface is the least common denominator that all

collections implement and is used to pass collections around and to manipulate them when

maximum generality is desired. Some types of collections allow duplicate elements, and others

do not. Some are ordered and others are unordered. The Java platform doesn't provide any direct

implementations of this interface but provides implementations of more specific sub interfaces,

such as Set and List. Also see The Collection Interface section.
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. Non-parametric Methods:

. These methods storing reduced representatlons of the

data include

- Histograms

- Clustering

- Sampling
. Histograms:
. Histograms use binning method to approximate data distributions

. A histogram for an attribute, A, portitions the doto distribution of A into disioint

subsets, or buckets.
. feach bucket represents only a single attribute-value/frequency pair, the buckets

are called singleton buckets, often, buckets insteod represent continuous ronges for
the given attribute.

Contd..

Contd..
Ex:

Histograms. The following data are a list of prices of commonly sold items aI All Electronics

(rounded to the nearest dollar).

The numbers have been sorted: 1, 1, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 70,12,74,14' L4, 15,1'5, 75,

15,15,15,18,18,18,18,18,18, 78,78,20,20,20,20,20,20'?o,21,27,2L,27,25,25,25'25,
25,28,28,30, 30, 30.
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Increases program speed and quality:

This Collections Framework provides high performance, high-quality implementations of

useful data structures and algorithms. The various implementations of each interface are

interchangeable, so programs can be easily tuned by switching collection implementations.

Because you're freed from the drudgery of writing your own data structures, you'll have more

time to devote to improving programs'quality and performance.

Allows interoperability among unrelated APIs:

The collection interfaces are the vernacular by which APIs pass collections back and

foth. If my network administration API fumishes a collection of node names and if yor.rr GUI

toolkit expects a collection of column headings, our APIs will interoperate seamlessly, even

though they were written independently.

Reduces effort to learn and to use new APIs:

Many APIs naturally take collections on input and furnish them as output. In the past,

each such API had a small sub-API devoted to manipulating its collections. There was little

consistency among these ad hoc collections sub-APIs, so you had to learn each one from scratch,

and it was easy to make mistakes when using them.

Reduces effort to design new APIs: This is the flip side of the previous advantage.

Designers and implementers don't have to reinvent the wheel each time they create an API that

relies on collections; instead, they can use standard collection interfaces.

Fosterc software reuse:

New data structures that conform to the standard collection interfaces are by nature

reusable. The same goes for new algorithms that operate on objects that implement these

interfaces.
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,,Howore the buckets determined ond the attribute volues portitioned?"

There ore severalpartitioning rules, including the following:

Equal-width: ln an equal-width histogram, the width of each bucket range is

uniform (such as the width of S10 for the buckets in Figure 2 19)'

Equal-frequency (or equi-depth): see Figure 2 18

v-optimal: V-optimal histogram is the one with the least variance. Histogram

variance is a weighted sum ofthe original values that each bucket represents,

where bucket weight is equal to the number of values in the bucket'

MaxDiff: ln a MaxDiff histogram, we consider the difference between each pair of

adjacent values. A bucket boundary is established between each pair for pairs

havingthep-l-largestdifferences,wherepistheuser-specifiednumberof
buckets.

Contd..
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Interfaces

These are abstract data types that represent collections. Interfaces allow collections to be

manipulated independently of the details of their representation. In object-oriented languages,

interfaces generally form a hierarchy.

Implementations:

These are the concrete implementations of the collection interfaces. In essence, they are

reusable data structures.

Algorithms:

These are the methods that perform useful computations, such as searching and sorting,

on objects that implement collection interfaces. The algorithms are said to be polymorphic: that

is, the same method can be used on many different implementations of the appropriate collection

interface. In essence, algorithms are reusable functionality.

2.2.9 Benefits of the Java Collections Framework:

The Java Collections Framework provides the following benefits:

Reduces programming effort:

By providing useful data structures and algorithms, the Collections Framework frees you

to concentrate on the important parts of your program rather than on the low-level "plumbing"

required to make it work. By facilitating interoperability among unrelated APIs, the Java

Collections Framework frees you from writing adapter objects or conversion code to connect

APIs.
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Clustering:
Clustering techniques consider data luples as objects'

They partition the objects into groups or clusters, so thot obiects within o

cluster ore "similsr" to one onother ond "dissimilar" to objects in other

cl u sters.

similarity is commonly defined in terms of how "close" the obiects are in

space, based on a distance function.

The "quality" of a cluster may be represented by its diameter, the

maximum distonce between qny two obiectsin the cluster'

Centroid distonce is an olternotive meosure of cluster quality ond is

defined os the average distance of each cluster object from the cluster

centroid (denoting the "average object," or average point in space for the

cluster).

Contd..
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. Sampling:

. Sampling can be used as a data reduction technique because

it allows a large data set to be represented by a much smaller

random sample (or subset) of the data.

5.'

- This is creoted by drawing s of the N tuples from D (s < N), where the

probabitity of drowing any tuple in D is 1/N, thot is, oll tuples are

equolly likelY to be somPled.

-This is similar to sRSWOR, except that each time a tuple is drawn from

D, it is recorded and then reploced. That is, ot'ter o tuple is drawn, it is

ploced bock in D so thot it moy be drawn again

Contd..
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One outcome of this rvas a clean usable, pragmatic approach to objects. The objectmodel

in Java is simple and easy to extend, while simple types, such as integers, are kept as high-

performance non-objects.

Robust:

The multi-platform environment of the Web places extraordinary demands on a program,

because the program must execute reliably in a variety of systems. The ability to create robust

programs was given a high priority in the design of Java. Java is strictly typed language; it

checks your code at compile time and run time.

Java virtually eliminates the problems of memory management and de-allocation, which

is completely automatic. In a well-written Java program, all run time errors can -and should -be

managed by your program.

Java Collections:

A collection - sometimes called a container - is simply an object that groups multiple

elements into a single unit. Collections are used to store, retrieve, manipulate, and communicate

aggregate data. Typically, they represent data items that form a natural group, such as a poker

hand (a collection of cards), a mail folder (a collection of letters), or a telephone directory.

If you've used the Java programming language just about any other programming

language - you're already familiar rvith collections. Collection implementations in earlier (pre-

1.2) versions of the Java platform included Vector, Flash table, and array. However, those earlier

versions did not contain a collections framework

A collections framework is a unified architecture for representing and manipulating

collections. All collections frameworks contain the following:

\,
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Contd..
Cluster sample:

lf the tuples in D ore grouped into M mutuolly disioint "clusters," then an SRS of s

clusters con be obtoined, where s < M. For exomple, tuples in o database are

usually retrieved a page at a time, so that each page can be considered a cluster.

A reduced data representation can be obtained by applying, say, SRSWOR to the

pages, resulting in a cluster sample of the tuples.

For example, in a spatial database, we may choose to define clusters

geographically based on how closely different areas are located.
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Discretization and concept hierarchy generation:
Data discretization techniques can be used to reduce the number of values for a

given continuous attribute by dividing the range of the attribute into intervals.

lnterval labels can then be used to replace actual data values. Replacing

numerous values of a continuous attribute by a small number of interval labels

thereby reduces and simplifies the original data. This leads to a concise, easy-

to-use, knowledge-level representation of mining results.
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Fig 2.5: Java Editions

Object-Oriented:

Java was not designed to be source-code compatible with any other language. This

allowed the Java team the freedom to design with a blank slate.

14
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2.2.8 Compiling and interpreting Java Source Code:

During run-time the Java interpreter tricks the bye code file into thinking that it is

running on a Java Virtual Machine. In reality this could be a Intel Pentium Windows 95 or

SunSARC station running Solaris or Apple Macintosh running system and all could receive code

from any computer through Internet and run the Applets.

Simple:

Java was designed to be easy for the Professional programmer to learn and to use

etfectively. If you are an experienced C++ programmer, learning Java will be even easier.

Because Java inherits the C/C+* syntax and many of the objects oriented features of C++. Most

of the confusing concepts from C++ are either left out of Java or implemented in a cleaner, more

approachable manner. In Java there are a small number of clearly defined ways to accomplish a

given task.

MieroEdition

{.12[{$

Standard Edition

. 'il2SE)

tJ?EEl



Similarity and Dissimilarity Measures

Distance measures are mathematical approaches to measure distance between the objects

Computing distance measures helps us to compare the obiects from three different standpoints

such as.

- sidilarity

- Dissimilarity

- Cor,elation

Similarity are measure that range from 0 to 1 [0, 1]

Dissimilarity is measures that range from 0 to INF [0, lnfinity]

Correlation is measures that range from +1 to -1 [+1, -1]

Distance measures formulas determined by the type of attributes (Nominal, Ordinal, lnterval or

Ration) in the objects.

Below table summarizes the similarity and dissimilarity formulas for simple objects.
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Contd..
EUCIidean distanCe - Euclidean distance is a classical method

helps compute distance between two objects A and B in Euclidean space

(7- or 2- or n- dimension space). ln Euclidean geometry, the distance

between the points can be found by traveling along the line connecting

the points. lnherently in the calculation you use the Pythagorean Theorem

to compute the distance.

According to the Euclidean distance formula, the distance between two
points in the plane with coordinates (x, y) and(a, b) is given by

dist((x, Y), (o, b)) = v(x ' a1'4Y ' 61'

or

clist :
,tr
)-l Ps * t11\'
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Java programming uses to produce byte codes and executes them. The first box indicates

that the Java source code is located in a. Java file that is processed with a Java compiler called

javac. The Java compiler produces a file called a. class file, which contains the byte code. The

.Class file is then loaded across the network or loaded locally on your machine into the execution

environment is the Java virtual machine, which interprets and executes the byte code.

2.2.6 Java Architecture:

Java architecture provides a portable, robust, high performing environment for

development. Java provides portability by compiling the byte codes for the Java Virtual

Machine, which is then interpreted on each platform by the run-time environment. Java is a

dynamic system, able to load code when needed from a machine in the same room or across the

planet.

2.2.7 Compilation of code:

When you compile the code, the Java compiler creates machine code (called byte code)

for a hypothetical machine called Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The JVM is supposed to execute

the byte code. The JVM is created for overcoming the issue of portability. The code is written

and compiled for one machine and interpreted on all machincs. This machine is called Java

Virtual Machine.

13



- the (Euclidean) distance between points (2, -1)

and (-2, 2) is found to be?

ANS:i:..:1.'].,'.::.,=.'-]:.|':''i

Contd..
. Ex:

598/4/2076

. i,

:: t. ,

81412016 a
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Contd..
The horizontal distance between the points is 4 and the vertical distance is 3 Let's

introduce one more point (-2, -1). With this small addition we get a right-angled

triangle with legs 3 and 4. By the Pythagorean theorem, the square of the hypotenuse

is (hypotenuse)i = 3, + 4r. Which gives the length of the hypotenuse as 5, same as the

distance between the two points according to the distance formula' This is of course

always the case: the straight line segment whose length is taken to be the distance

between its endpoints always serves as a hypotenuse of a right triangle (in fact,

of infinitelv monv of them. We just chose the most convenient one')

How good is the (Euclidean) distance formula for measuring real distances? This

depends on the circumstances. ln the plane - since the Earth is round, this means

within relatively small areas of Earth's surface - it is pretty good, provrded the distance

is exactly what you want to estimate. lf the question is, How fast you can get from one

point to another while moving at a given speed, the Euclidean formula may not be

very useful providing the answer. lndeed, in a citY - just to take one example - it is

often impossible to move from one point straight to another' There are buildings,

streets busy with traffic, fences and what not, to be accounted for. ln a city, one often

finds that lhe toxicab distonce formulo

- dist((x,Y),(a,b))= lx-al + lY-bl

is more useful. ln mathematics, the Euclidean distance is most fundamental As one of

eplfusmsgionlSg|-pfppll of the Pythagorean theorem shows, the same is also trueuin

physics, although in either science it's not the only distance formula used.
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Although Java was designed for interpretation, there is technically nothing about Java

that prevents on-the-fly compilation of byte code into native code. Sun has just completed its Just

in Time (JIT) compiler for byte code. When the JIT compiler is a part of JVM, it compiles byte

code into executable code in real time, on a piece-by-piece, demand basis. It is not possible to

compile an entire Java program into executable code all at once, because Java performs various

run-time checks that can be done only at run time. The JIT compiles code, as it is needed, during

execution.

Beyond the language, there is the Java virtual machine. The Java virtual machine is an

important element of the Java technology. The virtual machine can be embedded within a web

browser or an operating system. Once a piece of Java code is loaded onto a machine, it is

verified. As part of the loading process, a class loader is invoked and does byte code verification

makes sure that the code that's has been generated by the compiler will not corrupt the machine

that it's loaded on. Byte code verification takes place at the end of the compilation process to

make sure that is all accurate and correct. So byte code verification is integral to the compiling

and executing ofJava code.

2.2.5 Java Virtual Machine (JVM):

v

Overall Description:

Java Source
Java byte code

javaVM
-)> -+

Java .Class

Fig2.4z Java Virtual Machine

Picture showing the development process of JAVA Program
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. Taxicab or Manhattan Distance:

- lvlanhattan distance used to calculate distance between two points that are

geographically separated by the building blocks in the city '

- similarto Euclidean distance between point A and B but only difference is the

distance is calculated by traversing the vertical and horizontal line in the grid

base system.

dist((x, y), (a, b)) = lx - al + lV - bl

i.) 1.1i.ii):1.,r'i1l:

61

T

. Cosine SimilaritY:

. The cosine similarity between two vectors (or two documents on the

Vector space) is a measure that calculates the cosine of the angle between

them.
. This metric is a measurement of orientation and not magnitude;

. lt can be seen as a comparison between documents or Query in terms of

angle between them.
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An applet is actually a tiny Java program, dy'namically downloaded across the network,

just like an image. But the difference is, it is an intelligent program, not just a media file. It can

react to the user input and dynamically change.

2.2.3 Features of Java Security:

Every time you that you download a "normal" program you are risking a viral infection.

Prior to Java, most users did not download executable programs frequently, and those who did

scan them for viruses prior to execution. Most users still worried about the possibility of
infecting their systems with a virus. In addition, another type of malicious program exists that

must be guarded against. This type of program can gather private information, such as credit card

numbers, bank account balances, and passwords. Java answers both these concerns by providing

a "firewall" between a network application and your computer.

When you use a Java-compatible Web browser, you can safely download Java applets

without fear of virus infection or malicious intent. Portability for programs to be dynamically

downloaded to all the various types of platforms connected to the Internet, some means of
generating portable executable code is needed .As you will see, the same mechanism that helps

ensure security also helps create portability. Indeed, Java's solution to these two problems is both

elegant and efficient.

2.2.4 The Byte code:

The key that allows the Java to solve the security and portability problems is that the output of
Java compiler is Byte code.

Bye code is a highly optimized set of instructions designed to be executed by the Java run-time

system, which is called the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). That is, in its standard form, the JVM is

an interpreter for byte code.
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Translating a Java program into byte code helps makes it much easier to run a program in

a wide variety of environments. The reason is, once the run-time package exists for a given

system, any Java program can run on it.
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. EX:

Q=(2,2,0,0,4)

D1.=(0,2,G,4,0\

D2= (2,6,0,0,4)

8/4/2076
63

D1 D2

Cosine

Similarity

SC(a,D1)=:(( 2*o)+(2*2)+(0t6)+(0*a)+(a+0))

V(02+22+62+42+02) *

(22+22+02+02+42l,

= 4 /n56*24
= 4/36.66

=0.109

Sc(a,D2)=:(( 2*2)+(2*6)+(0*o)+(0*0)+(4t4))

tl(22+6zagzagz*42) * (22+2:+g:192*4:1

= 32/36.66

=0.872
Therefore Query is most similarity to D2

than D1.
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. EX:

Q=(2,2,0,0,4)

D1,=(0,2,6,4,0)

D2= (2,6,0,0,4\

'l 
lrr: l)ier' uocllicrent is rlcIinetl ;rr.

D1 o2

Dice

Similarity

2((2*0)+(2*2)+(0+5)+(0r4)+(4*0))

@1
= L /L68

= C.00s9

2(( 2-2)*(2-6)*(0*
(22+62+gz1gz14zl * (22+22+O2+gz+4t'1

= rlzL

=0.0476

Therefore Query is most similarity to D2

than D1

8/4/2076
54
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Initially the language was called as "oak" but it was renamed as "Java" in 1995. The

primary motivation of this language was the need for a platform-independent (i.e., architecture

neutral) language that could be used to create software to be embedded in various consumer

electronic devices.

Java is a programmer's language.

a Java is cohesive and consistent.

Except for those constraints imposed by the Internet environment, Java gives

the programmer, full control.

Finally, Java is to Internet programming where C was to system programming.

2.2.1 IMPORTAI\T OF JAVA TO INTERNET:

Java has had a profound effect on the Internet. This is because; Java expands the

Universe of objects that can move about freely in Cyberspace. In a network, two categories of

objects are transmitted between the Server and the Personal computer. They are: Passive

information and Dynamic active programs. The Dynamic, Self-executing programs cause serious

problems in the areas of Security and probability. But, Java addresses those concerns and by

doing so, has opened the door to an exciting new form of program called the Applet.

2,2.2 Java can be used to create two types of programs:

Applications and Applets:

An application is a program that runs on our Computer under the operating system of that

computer. It is more or less like one creating using C or C**. Java's ability to create Applets

makes it important. An Applet is an application designed to be transmitted over the Internet and

executed by a Java -compatible web browser.
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. EX:

Q=(2,2,0,0,4)
jt=(Q,2,6,4,0)

l)= (),6,0,0,4)

Tlrt lirci'lrl lrtl"iir:irnt i' th'litl,.'Ll a.

.{a'ir/. /r i

814/20!6

D1 D2

Jaccard

Similarity

(2t0)+(2* 2)+(0t 6)+(0t4)+(4* 0)

102+22+62+42+02) + (22+22+02+02+42) -
((0* 2)+(2 * 2)+(0* 6)+(0*4)+(4t0))

= 4176

= 0.0s2

2(( 2-2)*(2-6)*(0*
(22+62+02+02+42) + (22+22+02+0,+42) -

( (2* 2)+(2 + 6)+(0"0)+(0* 0)+(a*a))

= 32148

=0.6666

Therefore Query is most similarity to D2

than D1
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. EX:

. For each of the folloWing vectors, x and y,

calculate the indicated similarity or the
distance measures.

. (a) x=(1 1000),y=(00011) Jaccard,

Cosine, Euclidean, Correlation

. (b) x = (0 10 11), y = (1 0 10 0) Jaccard,

Cosine, Euclidean, Correlation

. (c) x= (0 L24 5 3), y= (5 67 910 8) Cosine,

Euclidea n, Correlation
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Activity Life Cycte in Android:

3. orrResurr-,e(i
2. onStart0
1- onFlastado

onDeslroy{)

<<kiltr>>

t. onCreateo
2. onStarto
3. cnHesume()

Pa.rse0

,
I

;

on{3top0

I
!
,
,

- - t<:kill :>

Fig 2.3: Android Life Cycle

Linux Kernel:

Android relies on Linux version 2.6 for core system services such as security, memory

management, process management, network stack, and driver model. The kernel also acts as an

abstraction layer between the hardware and the rest of the software stack.
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Solution

1. 0, 0, 2, -0.666'7

2.0,0,2.236L, -1.

3. 0.9304, 12.24-74,1.

Contd..
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The Dalvik VM executes files in the Dalvik Executable (.dex) format which is optimized

for minimal memory footprint. The VM is register-based, and runs classes compiled by a Java

language compiler that have been transformed into the .dex format by the included "dx" tool.

The Dalvik VM relies on the Linux kernel for underlying functionality such as threading

and low-level memory management.

Compilation/Execution

\,

Write app in Java

Compiled in Java

/

/

E ig 2.2 : Compilation Execution

8

Dalvik Executable (DX) Tool

.DEX File

Loaded into Dalvik VM


